
sympathetic support through news images of young
demonstrators blasted with fire hoses, attacked by
police dogs, and jailed by the hundreds. King penned
his famous and fiery “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,”
following arrest during these protests. Later that year
King, under sponsorship by the SCLC and other civil
rights groups, led the March on Washington where he
delivered his “I Have a Dream” speech. This event
brought national attention to civil rights struggles and
mobilized even larger constituencies to action.

Political and Economic Sustenance

The SCLC increasingly sought to generate and sustain
political and economic power within the Black commu-
nity. In the South, the SCLC ran dozens of citizenship
schools to instill in all community members the tools of
democracy through lessons ranging from basic literacy
skills to the U.S. government’s structure and the impor-
tance of voting. In the North, the SCLC initiated Operation
Breadbasket and the Poor People’s Campaign to 
highlight economic injustices experienced by African
Americans even after the passage of civil rights legisla-
ture, promote Black-owned businesses, and boycott
those discriminating against Blacks.

SCLC suffered a considerable loss with Dr. King’s
assassination in April 1968. Members committed 
to the “beloved community” continued efforts to
improve social, political, and economic conditions for
African Americans nationwide, under the leadership
of Ralph Abernathy and Joseph Lowery. Concerned
with economic improvement of African Americans
during the 1970s, SCLC’s programs confronted
national economic inequality and international causes
such as apartheid and U.S. investment in South
Africa. Still in existence, the SCLC focuses on elimi-
nating racism, poverty, and violence within the Black
community.

Melissa F. Weiner

See Appendix B
See also Civil Rights Movement; King, Martin Luther, Jr.;

Religion, African Americans; Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
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SOVEREIGNTY, NATIVE AMERICAN

For federally recognized American Indian tribes in the
United States, of which there are 334 in the lower forty-
eight states, sovereignty is the central political issue.
This issue is expressed through the treaty relationship
that has existed between American Indian nations and
the federal government since 1776. In addition to the
federally recognized tribes, there are 228 Alaska Native
Villages, which are also federally recognized but
through the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of
1971. As distinct from the tribes in the lower forty-eight
states, whose land is held in “trust” by the federal gov-
ernment, the Alaska Native villages are organized into
corporations that hold their land. Although the land
held in trust, most of which is organized into reserva-
tions, is legally defined as “Indian country,” the Alaska
Native land is not so defined.

Native Hawaiians do not currently have a special
relationship with the federal government, though
there is currently a movement on the island and in
Congress to have Native communities recognized
under the same rubric of federal American Indian law
as the tribes in the lower forty-eight states. However,
this movement is opposed by groups of Native
Hawaiians who reason that gaining “trust” status
would only limit or co-opt historic Hawaiian sover-
eignty, which pre-dates the European invasion of the
islands in the 18th century.

In fact, the sovereignty of all Indigenous Peoples
worldwide, as expressed in the UN Draft Declaration
of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, pre-dates the
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European invasions beginning in 1492. But the decla-
ration also recognizes, as it condemns, the limitations
placed on this sovereignty by the various European
colonizers. Recognizing that it is the aspiration of
Indigenous Peoples worldwide to restore in one way
or another their precolonial sovereignty, this entry
focuses on how the colonial power of the United
States has limited and continues to limit this sover-
eignty for the 334 American Indian tribes in what
would become the lower forty-eight states.

Congress and Sovereignty

Tribal sovereignty is inherent and recognized as such
under federal American Indian law, the colonial body
of statute, and case law that regulates relations
between the tribes and the federal government. Under
this law, the Supreme Court has recognized Congress
as having “plenary power” in American Indian affairs.
Although there is an ongoing debate about the source
of this virtually absolute power, the Court has histori-
cally located it in Article I, Section VIII, Paragraph 3
and Article II, Section II, Paragraph 2 of the U.S.
Constitution. The former is the Commerce Clause
under which the Congress has the power “To regulate
commerce with foreign nations, and among the sev-
eral States, and with the Indian tribes”; the latter gives
the president “power, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two-
thirds of the Senators present concur.”

Until 1871, when Congress abrogated treaty-
making with American Indian tribes, the federal gov-
ernment negotiated treaties with Native tribes and in
that sense recognized them as independent, sovereign
nations. But from the beginning of the Republic,
Congress and the Supreme Court, deferring to what
was interpreted as the preeminent power of Congress
in American Indian affairs as it does to this day, began
to limit Native sovereignty.

To that end, between 1790 and 1834, Congress
established a series of trade and intercourse acts 
to regulate political and economic relations with the
American Indian tribes. Paramount in these acts,
which were expanded and synthesized in the 1834 act,
was the federal government’s taking control of all
sales of American Indian lands to U.S. citizens such
that it was illegal for these sales to take place unless
they were conveyed through a federal treaty or con-
vention. Further, in Section 25 of the 1834 act, the
U.S. government extended its criminal jurisdiction
in American Indian country except in the case of

Indian-on-Indian crime, something for which it would
also assume jurisdiction in the case of major crimes in
1885. Thus, the Trade and Intercourse Acts intruded
significantly on two key areas of Native sovereignty:
control of land and laws.

The Supreme Court and Sovereignty

Concurrently with the congressional imposition of
statute law on American Indian tribes, the Supreme
Court began to develop a body of case law geared 
to expanding federal power in this area. Between
1823 and 1832, the Court, under Chief Justice John
Marshall, heard three generative cases in federal
American Indian law, known now as the “Marshall
trilogy”: Johnson v. M’Intosh (1823), Cherokee
Nation v. Georgia (1831), and Worcester v. Georgia
(1832). Marshall wrote the opinion of the Court in all
three cases.

Johnson v. M’Intosh involved a land dispute between
Whites over land allegedly sold by the Piankeshaw
Indians in 1775 to the forefathers of the plaintiffs
(Johnson and Graham) and then resold to the defendant
by the U.S. government after the Revolution, the plain-
tiffs argued that, being sovereigns, American Indian
tribes had a right to sell their lands, while the defendant,
among other arguments, denied this sovereignty, argu-
ing instead that American Indians were not a part of
society. What Marshall did in his opinion was effect a
compromise between these two positions, one denying
and the other affirming Native sovereignty over land.
While acknowledging that American Indian nations
were the rightful occupants of the land, their rights 
to complete sovereignty, as independent nations, were
denied. Thus, citing the medieval “doctrine of discov-
ery,” which was based in the racist ideal of European
superiority to Indigenous Peoples, the Marshall court
actually and virtually dispossessed American Indian
peoples of the title to their lands, thus affirming and
expanding the control of land sales mandated in the
Trade and Intercourse Acts. This fundamental limitation
of tribal sovereignty (for how can a nation claim sover-
eignty if it does not control its own land base?) was
expanded 8 years later in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia.

Cherokee Nation v. Georgia. In this case, the Cherokees
came before the Court as a sovereign foreign nation to
ask for an injunction against the state of Georgia,
which, in violation of Cherokee treaties with the
United States, was violently annexing Cherokee land
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and abrogating Cherokee laws. Facing intense politi-
cal pressure from both an executive branch that
refused to support the treaties with military force and
the state of Georgia, which refused to recognize
Cherokee sovereignty, the Marshall Court, sensing an
imminent political crisis it feared it could not weather,
denied the Cherokee status as a foreign nation and
thus its right (at that time) to appear before the Court.
In his now famous opinion, with Justices Joseph
Storey and Smith Thompson dissenting, Marshall
sought a compromise as he had done in Johnson,
defining American Indian tribes as “domestic depen-
dent nations” and declaring their relationship to the
United States as being that of a ward to guardians.

Because in international law a nation is defined as
being both independent and foreign, Marshall’s defin-
ition, which holds today, is oxymoronic. Further, his
dictum comparing the tribal-federal relationship to that
of “a ward to his guardian” reduces American Indian
nations to the status of minors before the law, a rela-
tionship now rendered under federal Indian law as one
of “trust” in which, in exchange for the abrogation
of certain sovereign rights, the federal government
assumed certain responsibilities toward its “ward.”

Worcester v. Georgia was driven by the same political
circumstances as Cherokee Nation. In this case,
Samuel B. Worcester and six other missionaries to the
Cherokees were tried and convicted in the superior
court of Gwinnett County, Georgia, of residing in
Cherokee territory without a permit. Worcester had
pleaded to the Georgia court that the state’s laws pos-
sessed no validity in Cherokee territory because in
signing treaties with the Cherokees, the United States
of America, in effect, acknowledged the Cherokee
nation to be indeed a sovereign nation. But this plea
was rejected, Worcester and the others were convicted,
and the case went to the Supreme Court on a writ of
error, where the Court found in favor of the plaintiffs.

Reading his majority opinion, one understands that
Marshall saw this as a case clearly threatening 
the sovereignty of the federal government over and
against the states in American Indian affairs and
beyond. But in upholding the preeminence of the fed-
eral government in American Indian affairs, Marshall
took it upon himself in his dicta to revise his defini-
tions of the doctrine of discovery and American
Indian sovereignty in the previous two cases to the
point of almost but not quite reversing himself. In the
final analysis, Marshall’s language in Worcester
established a hierarchy of sovereigns in American

Indian affairs, which holds to this day, with the federal
government at the top and the states at the bottom.

Although the decision, effectively unsupported at
the time by the executive branch, could not stave off
the federal removal of the Cherokees from their
homeland, it remains today the most important tool in
the kit of federally recognized American Indian tribes
who are continually struggling to maintain what lim-
ited internal sovereignty they have in a colonial sys-
tem grounded in the commerce and treaty-making
clauses of the Constitution, the Trade and Intercourse
Acts, and in the case law of the Marshall trilogy.

Eric Cheyfitz
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Colonialism; Hawaiians; Internal Colonialism; Native
Americans; Red Power
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SPANGLISH

Like similar varieties that creatively fuse two 
languages—for example, Franglish (French and
English), Finglish (Finnish and English), and Hinglish
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